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1 .  TECHNICAL CAPABILITIES IN THE RIGID 
PLASTICS COMPONENTS MARKET

One of the most critical  attributes that you can look for in a 
supplier (manufacturer or distributor) is  the ability to provide 
accurate and dependable technical support .

Most anyone can sell  a product but few provide the technical 
expertise that comes with being a qualif ied supplier.  Here are a 
few key attributes to look for when selecting what distributor to 
buy from.

Do they:
•  Have employees with experience technical experience and 

skills?
•  Have the information data base,  drawings ,  resin specs ,  etc?
• Have a def ined qualif ication process?Have a reputation and 

customer recommendations as a quality supplier?

What is their :
•  Supply channel for components?

• A combination of domestic and international supply is 
preferred to give a broad breath of products and to also 
supplement domestic supply during high demand periods 
of time.

•  Foreign supply of dispensing devices ,  pumps , sprayers , 
etc .  is  critical  as many of these components have moved 
to of f  shore sources .

•  Have they done the engineering work to insure proper 
f it  and function of components sourced from various 
manufacturers?

• Have design capabilities?
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•  Established base supply sources?
• Do they have long standing relationships and histor y with suppliers?
• What value do they bring to their supply partners? In the distribution 

market the most ef fective distributors work hand in hand with their 
suppliers in managing the customer base.
•  Open, honest and transparent are key words to describe actions
• Provide value throughout the supply chain including to the customer 

and the supplier
•  A team based approach to encourage success for ever yone

• Ethics – one of the key factors in selecting a distributor
•  Are the communications concise and clear?
• Do they share bad news as fast as good news and when bad news hits do 

you get the whole stor y or just fragments? Things go wrong from time to 
time. How a company handles them is a key indicator to their base ethics .

•  Working capital  to support the business
•  Does your distributor have good credit with their supply partners?
• What is their credit approval process? A f inancially strong distributor will 

be diligent in the credit approval process .
•  Do they reinvest in the business and their customers?

• Custom molds ,  equipment support with suppliers ,  people resources
• Expand product lines and of ferings

Your chosen distributor should act and feel l ike an extension of your company. 
They should work on your behalf  with your supply needs ,  goals and objectives 
as their number one priority.  In return you should expect them to make a fair 
return and trust that they are working on your behalf  as a true business partner.

2 . KNOWLEDGE OF CPG SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Are you protecting yourself  and aligning with business partners that understand 
your business and the challenges you face? Having a secure supply chain is one 
of the most important things a business can have.

Good suppliers take the time to learn about your business .  They invest in 
developing and delivering value-driven solutions and they don’t take chances 
or make promises that can’ t be kept . 

If  you are forced to make compromises to your business to compensate for a 
partner ’s inadequacies perhaps it ’s  time to think about getting a new partner.

3. STRONG WORKING CAPITAL POSITION

Does your supplier have a strong working capital  position?

If  this does not concern you it  should! Supply chain dynamics are changing 
quickly,  and your professed industr y expert may not be able to save you.

Let ’s consider three current market dynamics that could shut your business 
down while you are on the “stay in place” order.

1 .  Because of COVID -19,  there has been a dramatic shif t  from food ser vice to 
retail  sales ,  given the closing of restaurants and social  distancing. What does 
this mean for my current supply of packaging materials? The current market 



infrastructure is built  around a healthy mix of 50/50.  This shif t  puts stress 
on supply because manufacturing assets are not always easily adapted to 
producing both,  so lead times jump considerably.

2 .  The world has f inally woken up to the fact that clean and orderly are more 
than household rules .  The current craze to protect ourselves ,  our families , 
our employees ,  and friends from COVID -19 now means we must wash and 
sanitize ourselves ,  our work environment ,  our homes , and ever y thing around 
us .  Hand sanitizer will  be the new Chapstick of our generation.  This has 
slammed demand for bottles ,  closures ,  and any packaging material  associated 
with hand sanitizer,  further f i l l ing the existing assets in the supply chain and 
forcing long lead times .

3 .  The last dynamic at play is that over the last two decades ,  the explosion of 
Private Equity into packaging manufacturing and distribution has severely 
reduced inventor y levels in the name of smart working capital  management . 
Most manufacturers today produce to order.  The Mega Distributors set 
incentives and goals for their sales and operations teams to reduce inventor y 
levels to 6 -12 turns per year.  This quiet ,  unforeseen move leaves ver y lit tle 
margin for error when a situation like COVID -19 emerges .

What ’s the point in highlighting the somewhat obvious?

Smart companies make sure that their supply chain partners do not have weak 
links .  Do they have an “ownership” structure and agenda that continually puts 
your company at risk of losing supply or running out of inventor y? Do you 
really have visibility and a plan to manage through a crisis? Do they have a 
plan to protect you in the event of a world Pandemic? (You probably now have 
the answer.)  Do you have contracts in place to stop suppliers from shif ting 
production to higher market driven products that leave you without sales and 
prof its?

We will  lose many businesses given the situation with COVID -19.  It  really is  a 
crisis .  We all  know the adage that “what does not kill  you makes you stronger”. 
I  l ike to think it ’s  better stated, “ What does not kill  you makes you smarter”.

It  is  a good time to re-assess your packaging supply chain and partnerships .

Did the distributors have measures in place to protect you and your business 
af ter they reaped large prof its for many years? Did they put you —the customer—
f irst and make sure they had enough inventor y in place to keep you in business?

It all  comes down to their priorities on working capital .  It  is  simply asset 
management .  Smart supply chain partners know the real assets are our 
customers;  not squeezing working capital  to inf late Wall  Street earning returns . 
Choose your partner wisely,  it  may cost you more than you ever imagined.



4. SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS & CREDIT WORTHINESS

What gives you the advantage in a crisis?

Probably not leverage, because the harder you push the less results you get . 
What gets you down the road is your relationships and the ability to be nimble 
and quickly adapt to the market changes .
Your supplier relationships can be the def ining factor to keep your supply chain 
from crumbling.

Companies that know the value of people have strong relationships internally 
and externally that they can lean on in a time of crisis .  People take care of 
people and investing in doing the right thing as a distributor pays big dividends , 
especially in a crisis .

In this moment of crisis ,  we are seeing a breakdown that the traditional supply 
chain is not equipped to handle.  Over recent years ,  consolidation and working 
capital  pressures have resulted in longer,  better util ization of manufacturing 
assets ,  while distributors on the other side have reduced safety stock and 
inventor y for customers .  This leaves lit tle room for error or in this case a real 
crisis .

The result is  many customers who thought they were paying a premium for 
distributors to manage their supplier relationships will  soon f ind out that they 
have been busy managing their bottom line.  With lead-time cascading into 
months instead of week , many long-time distributor customers will  f ind their 
business in jeopardy,  not from the COVID -19 but from an overly narrow supply 
chain that is unable to react to market changes .

5. IMPORT/EXPORT LEGAL EXPERTISE

The world of international business in not for the faint of heart .

Doing business internationally requires experience and expertise.  LinkedIn 
makes it  look like you could simply pick up, text the person on the other side of 
the world,  and boom! you have product f lowing.

What many companies fail  to realize is the peril  that could come their way 
without proper legal expertise.  We are fortunate here in the USA because we 
have basic laws like the Uniformed Commercial  Code that protect our business 
and govern disputes .  This is  not the case in many countries around the world. 
Treaties and trade deals further complicate jurisdiction and precedence. For 
instance,  the new trade deal that replaces NAF TA allows the United States 
federal government to enforce trade disputes versus the old system which was 
up to companies or individuals to foot the bill .

The devil  is  in the details ,  a phrase we have all  heard,  and when your company 
imports products it  is  accountable to both the exporting and importing 
countries .  Taxes and tarif fs apply dif ferently to goods and ser vices and if  you 
are not in compliance,  you will  get a ver y nice bill  for your lack of compliance. 
These things can seem small ,  but they could cost you dearly in the end.



For most of us ,  the concept of wiring money to someone or a company you don’t 
know and have never seen is a scar y proposition.  Many foreign suppliers require 
payment up front or at the time of shipment giving you little or no control .  The 
perils dig even deeper when you receive product that does not meet acceptable 
quality standards .  Buyer beware,  at this point you have little or no recourse to 
return or replace the product .  Even worse,  you could have failures in the market 
with your customer causing a recall  or injuring someone.

Charging on to the international landscape of supply chain management 
without experience and good legal advisors is  akin to going on a hike through 
the Amazon naked! We just don’t recommend it .
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